
 

Three Problems Everyone Has When Trying To Buy and 

Maintain A Communications System. 

 

And How 

North Peace Communications 

Overcomes Them All. 

 

1. Under Quoting and Hidden Costs…  

It would be hard to stay on budget with large projects when quotes are coming in under what the job really costs. 

Asking if the typical communications company will lock into the quoted price, will give a great indication of their 

guarantee and how your project will progress. How many extras are you going to get? You’ll be under quoted to 

get the job then extra extra. Frustrated is how our new customers say they felt before they came to us. We can get 

you a complimentary estimate that shows you how to eliminate all those energy draining hassles. 

2. Lack of Performance. 

Do you feel dropped or left out of the loop, with no communications with your communications company?  Typical 

companies start off with their most experienced on the job but then divert to lower experienced staff which can 

cause overbilling.  Inexperience can cause lack of communications from the field to the office, and where time is 

money, this could cost your operation more dollars.  How much production is lost, due to the fact that others are 

looking after your vital communications, in your vital areas.  Your free quote will reveal how a seasoned tech can 

utilize their experience, to cut through the red tape and save you time and money. 

3. Inferior equipment:  

Some typical communications companies use the right equipment sometimes the wrong way or even worse, the 

right equipment used the wrong way can end in disastrous results.  And not understanding why clear 

communications are key to safety and protecting your people and environment can make things even worse. 

Don’t Even Start looking for a communications system until you have your 

revealing estimate” Even if your just thinking about expanding your fields 

capabilities, this one estimate  will show you the right questions to ask when the 

time comes.” 

Call for your Free Estimate that 

shows everything you need to 

know to evaluate any 

communications companies 

you’re considering.  


